Where do we draw the line?

Technology is useful
up to a point.

Where do we
draw the line?

Where we cease to
‘use’ technology
and actually
become it
[in thought, desire...
will...
even possibility...
and action].

We draw the line
in ourselves.

An understanding
of ourselves
as divine beings
[this is not fantasy,
this is real;
The Real, Intimately

Intricately

and Innately

discovered]

...draws that line.

In the Boundless

Understanding

of ourselves

as Pure Spirit

we have the Direct Knowledge

of Life...

which is the (only) insurance

against anything less,

and casts it out (the ‘anything less’), extricates it

from Being. The Being

That We Know

As Love / Life.

WE ARE.

~Nathan Godolphin
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